. H i r s c h b e r g P r i n c e t o n U n i v e r s i t y
A = axa2...am if and only if there is a mapping F: {1, 2, . . . , p} ~ {1, 2, . . . , m} such that f(i) = k only if c~ is ak and F is a monotone strictly increasing function (i.e. F 
(i) = u, F ( j ) = v, and i < j imply that u < v ) .
String C is a common subsequence of strings A and B if and only if C is a subsequence of A and C is a subsequence of B.
The problem can be stated as follows: Given strings A = aia.2.. "am and B = bxb2...bn (over alphabet Z), find a string C = ClC2...cp such that C, is a common subsequence of A and B and p is maximized.
We call C an example of a m a x i m a l common subsequence.
Notation. For string D = dld2. • • dr, Dk t is dkdk+l. • • d, i f k < t ; d k d k _ x . . . d , i f k >__ t. When k > t, we
shall write ]3kt so as to make clear that we are referring to a "reverse substring" of D.
L (i, j) is the maximum length possible of any common subsequence of Ax~ and B~s.
x[ lY is the concatenation of strings x and y. We present the algorithm described in [3] , which takes quadratic time and space. 
and using the theorem below, we shall be able to determine a prefix B1 of B which can be matched with the first half A1 of A (and the corresponding suffix B2 of B matched with the last half As of A) such that a maximal common subsequence (mcs) of A1 and B1 concatenated with an mcs of .'12 and B2 will be an mcs of A and B.
Define We shall show that using Algorithm B for appropriate substrings of A and B will enable us to recover a maximal common subsequence of A and B in linear space.
Define L*(i, j) to be the maximum length of common subsequences of A~+1,m and Bi+l,,.
We note that L(i, j) j = 0 . . . n are the maximum lengths of common subsequences of AI~ and various prefixes of B1,. We also note that L*(i, j) j = 0 . . . n are the maximum lengths of common subsequences of /1,,,~+1 and various prefixes of/~,1. Choosing i to be m / 2
Algorithm C
We now apply the above theorem recursively to divide a given problem into two smaller problems until we obtain a trivial subproblem.
Algorithm C accepts as input strings A and B (of lengths m and n) and produces as output a common subsequence C of A and B that is of maximum length p. Thus L2(n --j) = max lcs of A,,,i+x and B,.i+l, = max Ics of Ai+a.,, and Bj+~.n, = L*(i, j).
By our theorem, we can find k (as in line 4) such Algorithm C can be modified to find the edit distance between two strings (as defined in [3] ). In this case we would seek to minimize D(m, n) , the cost of a trace from Alra t o Bin. The Assume that for m < 2 r = M there are 2m --1 calls to A L G C. F o r m' _< 2 r+I = 2M, i w i l l be set equal to at most M in line 2. There will be two calls to A L G C with first parameters ml and rn2 such that rnl q--rn2 = m' and both rn~ and rn2 are at most M. By assumption, each of these calls will generate a total of 2mi --1 calls to A L G C. Adding in the initial call results in a total of: (2m~ --1) -I-(2m2 --1) q-1 =
2(m1 -q-m2) --1 = 2m' --1 calls. [] 343
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